INTRODUCTION
Recently, the magnetic gradient survey has been utilized in many practical cases such as detecting UXO (Sanchez, et al, 2005) and archaeological application (von der OstenWoldenburg, et al, 2006) . The magnetic gradient survey has better advantages rather than conventional total magnetic intensity (TMI) survey because it has better resolution of shallow targets (Schmidt and Clark, 2006) .
In order to interpret the magnetic gradient tensor data, I derive a closed-form solution that point out the source location from observation point. This method begins with the relationship between a magnetic dipole and the magnetic gradient tensor. This method has the same analogy of Rim and Li (2010) that dealt with gravity gradient tensor. And back to original, it is analogous to the methods developed by Morris et al (1995) . In case of gravity gradient tensor, Pederson and Rasmussen (1990) derived several invariant relations between gravity gradient tensor, and Beike and Pedersen (2010) successively applied these invariants on interpretation of gravity gradient tensor. However their method required all components for calculating invariants because obtaining eigenvector included all components. In this work, I derive analytic relation between source and observing points using only three independent components rather than all. is the positioning vector of the observation point and source respectively (Blakely, 1996) . The magnetic gradient tensor components are given in matrix form as . This tensor has five independent components as it is symmetric and traceless. The direction angles can be obtained through ratios of proper tensor components and additional parameter ε. ε can be derived from composition of tensor components as like Appendix A. 
DERIVATION OF THE RELATION BETWEEN THE SOURCE LOCATION AND MAGNENT GRADIENT TENSOR
In equation (3), 
SUMMARY
In this paper, I propose the algorithm that the location of a magnetic dipole can be detected from the magnetic gradient tensor. I derive the location vector of a vertically magnetizated dipole from magnetic gradient tensor. Deficit of magnetic moment of magnetic dipole makes the induced location information incomplete. However if the observation of magnetic gradient tensor would be collected on one more points, the algorithm is able to point the location of magnetic dipole by clustering the solution of the proposed method. For example, I show that magnetic gradient tensor can be converted as the source location successively by picking common solution area in synthetic case of borehole observation. However the positioning vector still has ambiguities because the magnetic moment is unknown. Therefore I propose automatic locating method with connecting magnetic gradient measurements.
LOCATING THE DIPOLE FROM MAGNETIC GRADINET TENSOR
During recovering positioning vector, the magnetic moment has still unknown. Therefore the exact location cannot be derived because of insufficient information of magnetic moment. In order to obtain the location of magnetic dipole, I proposed the method to find a vertically magnetized dipole without magnetic moment information.
1. set up a certain size window in given observation points ( , , ) 
CONCLUSIONS
The location of magnetic dipole was derived from magnetic gradient tensor. However it is impossible to induce the exact location vector of magnetic dipole completely because the magnetic moment of dipole is unknown. In order to point the location of magnetic dipole without magnetic moment I proposed the algorithm to cluster the solution area from one more observation points of magnetic gradient tensor. In synthetic case of borehole measurements, the proposed method successively pointed the location from magnetic gradient tensor. So far, the algorithm is applied on synthetic case, it could be extended to real data if the distance between observation and source is far enough to approximate a single dipole source. 
